
Paul Russell
Data Engineer

Data engineer with hands-on experience in the deployment of
scalable data pipelines on Google Cloud Platform.

paulrussell94@gmail.com

6044464331

Vancouver, Canada

linkedin.com/in/paul-russell-dataeng

github.com/russell94paul

SKILLS

Python SQL GCP Airflow ETL Java Angular Postgres Apache Beam SparkML Docker

Data Visualization

EXPERIENCE

05/2020 – Present

Data Science Fellow
SharpestMinds

Building a scalable big data analytics platform on GCP to gain insights and display Vancouver traffic data.

Collaborating with a Data Engineer from The New York Times.

A tool used to provide insights for road safety, planning and development in Vancouver.

01/2019 – 07/2019

Associate Data Engineer
Fidelity Investments

Dublin, Ireland

Acquired extensive knowledge on various technologies such as Java, Spring, HTML5, Angular, Oracle SQL and PL/SQL, Postgres,
AWS, Git, RESTful API Services through training and these technologies in our graduate programme project and on our teams.

Created an internal platform which enabled developers to set up and provision all components needed to create a new
application or product in a centralized location which resulted in increased development time.

Responsible for creating and testing database functions to effectively manage client loan requests for clientele based in the US.

Played a key role in the migration of on-premise databases onto AWS through liaising with the Data Architect.

01/2016 – 08/2016

Software Development Engineer Intern
Amazon Web Services

Dublin, Ireland

Provisioning and migration of AWS hosts and EC2 instances in order to prevent service interruption.

Responsible for designing and implementing new error message system which allowed errors to be categorized. This provided
the team with a means of performing analysis on errors and error types.

Maintenance of project documentation and the overall error message system for the team’s main application.

EDUCATION

09/2013 – 06/2017

Bsc in Computer Science & Information Technology
National University of Ireland, Galway

Galway, Ireland

AR Satellite Positioning Smartphone Application

Achievements/Tasks

Achievements/Tasks

Achievements/Tasks

Final Year Project / Thesis
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